
Heavy rain and the risk of triggering the LCWS warning lights 
This short note addresses the question whether heavy rain could trigger as a train on opproach. 

Heavy rain induces sound into the rails, which will be detected by the LCWS. For heavy rain to trigger 
the LCWS warning lights the following condition needs to be fulfilled: 

• The filtered sound level from the rain must exceed the level threshold set for detecting 
trains. 

The probability that rain should trigger a warning therefore is a function of the severity of the 
rainstorm and the set level threshold for approaching trains. If the level threshold is very low, it is 
more likely that a severe rainstorm may trigger a warning. For the typical level thresholds of -50 to -
55 dB corresponding to warning times above 25 sec it is highly unlikely that torrential rain will trigger 
a warning. 

Heavy rain at Clarence Park – 30.11.2017 – 01.12.2017 
During 30.11 to 01.12.2017 there was torrential rain at the Clarence Park site. We do not have 
detailed information regarding the peak rainfall but the following link provides some general 
information about the storm: 

http://www.adelaidenow.com.au/news/south-australia/the-pulse-hot-humid-weather-for-south-
australia-but-cool-change-is-on-the-way/news-story/3cd61fb76c402ce81ece6afc330919f1 

http://www.bom.gov.au/jsp/awap/rain/index.jsp?colour=colour&time=latest&step=0&map=totals&
period=6month&area=sa 

http://www.bom.gov.au/jsp/awap/rain/index.jsp?colour=colour&time=latest&step=0&map=totals&
period=6month&area=sa 

In the Figure 1 - Level plot showing noise due to rain. Heavy rain represented by the blue arrow 
points. The system can definately detect the rain, but even though the amount of rain was severe it 
does not affect the LCWS’ performance. The train detected at 11:11:00 was a stopping train.    



 

Figure 1 - Level plot showing noise due to rain 

 

Remark 1: This plot shows the unfiltered level of the energy in the rail. The system uses the filtered 
and limited energy level when assessing wether a train is approaching. The filtered level corresponds 
to the lower edge of the thick red line.  

Remark 2: The decibel scale is a logarithmic scale. An increase from -63 dB to -60 dB equals a 
doubling in energy in the rail, just as and increase from -53 dB to -50 dB also corresponds to a 
doubling in energy.   

Remark 3: The spikes seen prior to the rain starting are cars crossing the train track.  

Can rain falsly result in warning given an a resulting safe mode in effect be seen at sites like 
Clarence Park?  
The trigger level at Clarence Park is set to -62 dB, which is relatively low. The somewhat lower trigger 
level is set to ensure triggering warning lights for stopping trains at the station. The highest level of 
noise due to rain was -66.62 dB during the severe rainstorm. For the LCWS to trigger a warning 
based on a rain storm the energy would need to be 2.9 times higher than the rain storm occurring 
on 30.11 to 01.12.2017. 

For sites with level thresholds of -55 dB, rain storms would need to produce 12.6 times the amount 
of energy of rain storm occurring this day for the LCWS to trigger a warning.  



 

Figure 2 - Level plot with data points showing signal strength 

  



Appendix 
Level plots showing the full influence from the heavy rain

















 


